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Student Learning Outcome for (ACCTG 001 )

Status:

Active
Active

Rubric Settings
✔

An Electronic Rubric for this SLO is Required

Benchmark Standard
Benchmark for student achievement of the SLO:

%

Notes:

Assessment Method(s)
Choose the accepted assessment method(s) for this SLO.
Case Study

Exam

Performance

Questionnaire/Survey

Demonstration (practical skill)

Laboratory Experiment

Portfolios of Student Work

Research Paper/Report

Employer Survey

National Licensure Examination

PowerPoint Presentation

Standardized Test

Essay

Observations of Student Behavior

Pre-and post-test

Student Work Sample

Evaluations of students by supervisors

Oral Presentation

Problem-based Exercise

Team/group Project

Institutional Learning Outcomes (ILOs)
Select the related Institutional Learning Outcomes below.
1) Written and Oral Communication
Students will demonstrate the interactive nature of communication involving speaking, writing, listening and reading. Evidence will be the student’s ability to make a clear, wellorganized verbal presentation employing appropriate evidence to support the arguments or conclusions and to write a clear, well-organized paper using documentation and
quantitative tools when appropriate.

2) Information Competency
Students will demonstrate information competency by combining aspects of library literacy, research methods and technological literacy. It includes consideration of ethical and
legal implications of information and requires the application of both critical thinking and communication skills. Evidence will be the ability to find, evaluate, use, and communicate
information in all its various formats.

3) Problem Solving
Students will demonstrate the ability to solve problems by examining, selecting, using and evaluating various approaches to developing solutions. Evidence will be the ability to
observe and draw reasonable inferences from observations, distinguish between relevant and irrelevant data, define problems, analyze the structure of discipline or professionbased problem solving frameworks and to use such frameworks and strategies to develop solutions.

4) Math Competency (Quantitative Reasoning)
Students will demonstrate quantitative reasoning by identifying relevant data (numerical information in mathematical or other contexts), selecting or developing models appropriate
to the problem which represents the data (organized representations of numerical information, e.g., equations, tables, graphs), obtaining and describing results and drawing
inferences from data. Evidence will be the ability to extract appropriate data from a problem, to arrange data into tables and graphs or to select or set up an equation or formula, to
obtain correct results, to describe trends and features in those results and to make predictions or estimates while drawing qualitative conclusions about the original situation.

5) Aesthetic Responsiveness
Students will demonstrate aesthetic responsiveness by taking a position on and communicating the merits of great works of the human imagination such as art, music, literature,
theater and dance and how those works reflect human values. Evidence will be written or oral communications that articulate a response to works of art, explain how personal and
formal factors shape that response and connect works of art to broader contexts.

6) Ethics and Values applied to decision-making
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Program Learning Outcome for Business - Business Administration (AA)

Status:

Active
Active

Benchmark Standard
Benchmark for student achievement of the PLO:

%

Notes:

Rubric Settings
A Rubric for this PLO is Mandatory

Assessment Method(s)
Choose the accepted assessment method(s) for this PLO.
Case Study

Exam

Performance

Questionnaire/Survey

Demonstration (practical skill)

Laboratory Experiment

Portfolios of Student Work

Research Paper/Report

Employer Survey

National Licensure Examination

PowerPoint Presentation

Standardized Test

Essay

Observations of Student Behavior

Pre-and post-test

Student Work Sample

Evaluations of students by supervisors

Oral Presentation

Problem-based Exercise

Team/group Project

Institutional Learning Outcomes (ILOs)
Select the related Institutional Learning Outcomes below.
1) Written and Oral Communication
Students will demonstrate the interactive nature of communication involving speaking, writing, listening and reading. Evidence will be the student’s ability to make a clear, wellorganized verbal presentation employing appropriate evidence to support the arguments or conclusions and to write a clear, well-organized paper using documentation and
quantitative tools when appropriate.

2) Information Competency
Students will demonstrate information competency by combining aspects of library literacy, research methods and technological literacy. It includes consideration of ethical and
legal implications of information and requires the application of both critical thinking and communication skills. Evidence will be the ability to find, evaluate, use, and communicate
information in all its various formats.

3) Problem Solving
Students will demonstrate the ability to solve problems by examining, selecting, using and evaluating various approaches to developing solutions. Evidence will be the ability to
observe and draw reasonable inferences from observations, distinguish between relevant and irrelevant data, define problems, analyze the structure of discipline or professionbased problem solving frameworks and to use such frameworks and strategies to develop solutions.

4) Math Competency (Quantitative Reasoning)
Students will demonstrate quantitative reasoning by identifying relevant data (numerical information in mathematical or other contexts), selecting or developing models appropriate
to the problem which represents the data (organized representations of numerical information, e.g., equations, tables, graphs), obtaining and describing results and drawing
inferences from data. Evidence will be the ability to extract appropriate data from a problem, to arrange data into tables and graphs or to select or set up an equation or formula, to
obtain correct results, to describe trends and features in those results and to make predictions or estimates while drawing qualitative conclusions about the original situation.

5) Aesthetic Responsiveness
Students will demonstrate aesthetic responsiveness by taking a position on and communicating the merits of great works of the human imagination such as art, music, literature,
theater and dance and how those works reflect human values. Evidence will be written or oral communications that articulate a response to works of art, explain how personal and
formal factors shape that response and connect works of art to broader contexts.
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2) Information Competency
Students will demonstrate information competency by combining aspects of library literacy, research methods and technological literacy. It includes
consideration of ethical and legal implications of information and requires the application of both critical thinking and communication skills. Evidence will be
the ability to find, evaluate, use, and communicate information in all its various formats.

Current Year/Semester:
Assessment Year/Semesters:
Total Assessments:

Spring
2015
Spring
2015
Spring
2012
Spring
2012

- to -

Spring
2015
Spring
2015

202

Average Rubric Assessment Score: 80

%

Non-Rubric Assessment Method

There were 202 assessments between Spring 2012 and Spring 2015. The average rubric score was 80% which is above the standard 70% benchmark. Two courses scored 100%, Child Development 010, Health Safety and
Nutrition and Child Development 030, Infant and Toddler Studies. The lowest score was 52% for SOC 028 The Family: A Sociological Approach.
According to the assessments, in general students are able to find the information they need to complete their assignments. Courses with the highest scores, Child Development. Health 11, English 101 bring their students to the
library for an orientation or request an orientation in their classrooms. "Most students seemed to have a fairly good ability to access the information needed for the assignment. I believe the mandatory Library workshop that the
department utilizes for this assignment helps the students greatly with this portion of the assessment rubric. (Health 11).

Assessment Results:

Weaknesses included several references to poor evaluation skills, students also have difficulty citing sources correctly. They need practice/tutoring using required academic style guides. Evidence include statements such as "I
am a stickler for MLA format in English 101. I demand perfect adherence to the rules. This is difficult for them to get right." (Barbato, English 101). "More instruction and demonstration is needed to assist the students in not only
understanding citations, but also in how to effectively cite references in a scholarly paper." (Willaf, Psych 101).
Some assignments do not require students to cite sources and many assessments did not use the ILO: Information Conpetency rubric as this was not available until 2014. An ILO: Information Competency assessment was
completed in Spring 2015, this should increase future use of the ILO: Information Competency rubric.

Benchmark for student achievement of the ILO: 70 %
Assessment By:

Sheila MacDowell and Riye Park

Modifications & Improvements
Do you plan to make any modifications and/or improvements based on these assessments?

Yes

No   

What modifications and/or improvements do you recommend based on the analysis of these assessments?
Reflecting on the assessment of this ILO, how could student achievement of the ILO be improved?

Encourage more faculty to bring their classes to the library for an orientation and possibly give their
students extra credit if they attend library research and citation workshops. Also promote the use of
Learning Center tutors.

Resource Requests?
Based on these assessments, are there any resource requests that you think would improve the student achievement of the ILO (ex. equipment, instructional material,
tutors)?
Yes
No   

Classes and programs need instructional support materials and tutors, specifically library research and citation workshops.
Instructors also requested extended Library and Learning Resource Center hours to accommodate night classes.
EXAMPLES: "We request that the library be open in the evenings to meet the needs of our evening classes" CHIDEV030.
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